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"Foodservice operators that base their strategy around
promotions are not doing enough to stand out. Brands also
need to show that they care about the well-being of their
customers by responding with menu choices that cater to
healthy lifestyles."
- Trish Caddy, Foodservice Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Allocate weekdays for fun get-togethers with friends
Weekday menu choices that cater to healthy lifestyles
Enhance takeaway or delivery options for solo diners
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While Wetherspoon is most welcoming, it’s not as family-friendly as McDonald’s
Figure 20: Brand personality – Micro image, July 2018
Brand analysis
Most people unmoved by JD Wetherspoon’s efforts to improve healthy choices
Figure 21: User profile of JD Wetherspoon, July 2018
Greggs appeals to Millennials without alienating older generations
Figure 22: User profile of Greggs, July 2018
Costa Coffee wins Millennials over with healthy options and eco-friendly initiatives
Figure 23: User profile of Costa Coffee, July 2018
Subway stands out as healthiest brand of all
Figure 24: User profile of Subway, July 2018
Innovation and technology has helped transform Domino’s into a fun brand
Figure 25: User profile of Domino’s, July 2018
McDonald’s stands out as the most favourite brand of all
Figure 26: User profile of McDonald’s, July 2018
Pizza Hut fails to boost footfall despite refreshed restaurant image
Figure 27: User profile of Pizza Hut, July 2018

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Number of overall visitors declined in 2018
Most eat in at pubs and buy takeaways from fish and chip or kebab shops
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Cost is a key barrier to weekday usage
Consumers prioritise sharing experiences
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Popular takeaway cuisines lose out to healthier convenience
Figure 30: Restaurants and food outlets visited for takeaway/delivery, May 2017 and June 2018

Fast Food Venues Visited
Most people eat in at coffee shops, burger and chicken outlets
Figure 31: Fast food outlets visited for eat-in occasions June 2018
Half of consumers eat in at one or two types of fast food outlets …
Figure 32: Repertoire of fast food outlets visited for eat in occasions, June 2018
Most people buy takeaways from fish and chip or kebab shops
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Burger and chicken bars the second type most visited for takeaways
Figure 33: Fast food outlets visited for takeaway/delivery occasions, June 2018
People are most likely to buy takeaway from one or two types of fast food outlets…
Figure 34: Repertoire of fast food outlets visited for takeaway/delivery, June 2018

Restaurants Visited
Most people eat in at pub restaurants or bars
Figure 35: Restaurants visited for eat in occasions, June 2018
People are most likely to eat in at five or six types of restaurants
Figure 36: Repertoire of restaurants visited for eat in occasions, June 2018
Young families and under-45s driving demand for restaurant takeaways
Figure 37: Restaurants visited for takeaway/delivery occasions, June 2018
Ethnic restaurant takeaways the number one type
Figure 38: Repertoire of restaurants visited for takeaway/delivery, June 2018

Days of the Week Usage
Saturdays attract highest footfall
Figure 39: Days of the week usage for eating out-of-home occasions, June 2018
Friday takeaways have cannibalised dine-in sales

Barriers to Weekday Usage
Cooking at home to save money
Figure 40: Reasons for not eating out-of-home Mondays to Thursdays, June 2018
Customisable options matter more when consumers are time-starved
Figure 41: Reasons for not eating out-of-home Mondays to Thursdays, June 2018
Innovative supermarket meals more appealing than boring menus
Figure 42: Reasons for not eating out-of-home Mondays to Thursdays, by eating out behaviours, June 2018

Dining Companions
Eating out-of-home is a family affair
Figure 43: Dining companions for eat-in versus takeaway/delivery occasions, June 2018
Scope for weekday celebratory experiences
Figure 44: Eat-in dining companions, by days of the week usage for eat-in occasions, June 2018
Solo diners drive weekday takeaway or delivery
Figure 45: Takeaway/delivery dining companions, by days of the week usage for takeaway/delivery occasions, June 2018

Eating Out Behaviours
It’s customer-oriented to offer customisable options
Figure 46: Eating out-of-home behaviours, June 2018
Operators under pressure to increase value proposition
Roadside kiosks
Figure 47: Costa Coffee roadside kiosk in London
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Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Abbreviations
Consumer research methodology

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Figure 48: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK eating out market, by value, 2018-23
Forecast methodology
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